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Abstract 

Wireless Sensor Networks produce a lot of information streams. Mining helpful data from these 

information streams is a testing assignment. Numerous calculations have been proposed to separate the 

helpful information from sensor information. Associated Sensor Pattern Mining from DataStream with a 

conservative tree structure, called Associated Sensor Pattern tree, is for the most part utilized 

calculation. All-confidence edge based ASP can decide co-events and worldly connection in sensor 

information. Be that as it may, number of produced examples might be huge if given all-confidence edge 

is low. In this manner time and space taken to mine these examples won't be proficient. To decrease such 

costs Periodic Associated Sensor Pattern (PASP) was presented, as often as possible happening 

Associated Sensor Pattern is called PASP. In this paper, we presented an Enhanced PASP Tree (EPASP) 

along with a sorted sensor order-list (SSO) for mining Periodic Associated Sensor Patterns from sensor 

database. We calculated support count of each sensor in sensor database and arranged them into SSO-

list in descending order of their support count. Thereafter each epoch is scanned from database and 

inserted into EPASP tree according to SSO-list. After insertion of all epochs into EPASP tree we 

recursively mine the EPASP-tree of diminishing size to produced consistently visit patterns by making 

contingent pattern bases (PB) and relating conditional trees (CT) without extra database examine. 

Discovering periodic patterns by our methodology is time capable as showed up in a wide examination. 
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     I. Introduction 
 

A wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a remote system which stays of mostly scatter self-governing 

hardware that utilizes sensors to screen natural and genuine condition [1]. A WSN is an accumulation of 

vast sensor hubs which can be in hundreds or even a great many little, shabby hubs which are conveyed 

into a system at a certain area. These sensors have the capacity to detect, process and impart to its 

associate so as to cooperate in a helpful way. A sensor arrange sensed the gigantic majority of 

information and send it back to the Sink through passage for preparing reason by utilizing distinctive 

information mining methods. As of late information mining systems have got a lot of regard for separate 

captivating information from WSN [2]. These procedures have appeared to be a promising device to 

enhance WSN execution and nature of administrations [3]. Advances in remote correspondence and 

microelectronic gadgets prompted the improvement of low-control sensors and the arrangement of 

substantial scale sensor networks. With the abilities of obvious inspection, WSNs have pulled in huge 

consideration in numerous applications spaces, for example, living space observing, question following, 

condition observing, military, calamity administration, and also shrewd conditions. In these applications, 

real-time what's more, solid observing is the fundamental necessity. These applications yield the 

tremendous volume of dynamic, topographically conveyed and heterogeneous information. This crude 

information, assuming proficiently dissected and changed to usable data through information mining, can 

encourage computerized or human-induced strategic/vital choice. Accordingly, it is basic to create 
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systems to dig the sensor information for designs in the request to settle on smart choices quickly. As of 

late, extricating information from sensor information has gotten a lot of consideration by the information 

mining network. Distinctive methodologies concentrating on clustering, association rules, visit designs, 

consecutive examples, and characterizations have been effectively utilized on sensor information. Be that 

as it may, the outline furthermore, the arrangement of sensor systems makes remarkable research 

challenges because of their expansive size (up to a huge number of sensor nodes), random and unsafe 

organization, lossy imparting condition, constrained power supply, and high disappointment rate. These 

difficulties make customary mining procedures inapplicable in light of the fact that customarily mining is 

concentrated and computationally costly, and it centers around plate occupant value-based information. 

Subsequently, new calculations have been made, and a portion of the information mining calculations 

have been adjusted to deal with the information created from sensor systems. A plenty of learning 

discovery methodologies, systems, and calculations have been proposed amid the most recent ten years. 

Some of them are listed below in II section. WSNs create a lot of information as streams. Accordingly, 

continuous information streams, locally available the constrained assets and the appropriated idea of 

sensor systems bring new difficulties for the information mining methods. Using information discovery 

in WSN one specific activity is to locate behavioral patterns of sensor nodes, which are developed from 

meta-data describing sensor behaviors. On the off chance that occasions from sensors s1 and s2 are 

accounted for, at that point there is a 80 percent shot of getting an occasion from sensor s3 and s4 inside 

λ units of time, the place 80 percent is the recurrence of the affiliation. Generating affiliation rules that 

have sure frequency wants to generate all the usual patterns present in the records that meet a precise 

frequency value. The procedure of producing the association rules is easy after identifying the regular 

patterns. The rule scheme is structured on a constraint termed minimum support threshold which specify 

minimal lower bound for the support of resulting association rules. It is feasible to extract excessive 

value information if the minimum support threshold is set high. By making the minimum support 

threshold low, an extraordinarily giant variety of affiliation rules are generated, most of which are non-

informative. In this case, the legitimate correlation in the information objects receives a massive pile of 

pointless rules. Since WSN generates big amount of data, it is vital to use terrific interestingness measure 

to discover sensor behavioral patterns that has robust correlation among data. In light of this issue, 

another sort of sensor’s personal conduct standard, called ASP (associated sensor pattern)[11] was 

evolved. These behavioral patterns seize temporal correlations, affiliation like co-occurrences, which are 

linked with such co-occurrences in the sensor data. 

Another necessary criterion for figuring out the interestingness of related patterns may be the form of 

occurrence, i.e., whether they show up periodically, non-periodically, or by and large in precise time 

interval in the sensor database. An ASP that occurs after periodic intervals in WSNs called as PASP 

(periodic associated sensor patterns). Periodic associated sensor patterns can be used for predicting the 

source of future events. By understanding the origin of future event, we can become aware of the 

inaccurate nodes easily from the network. For example, we are expecting to get event from a particular 

node, and it does not occur. It also may be used to identify the source of the next event in the case of 

emergency preparedness class of applications. Periodic associated sensor patterns also can identify a set 

of temporally correlated sensors. This information can be beneficial to overcome the undesirable 

outcomes (e.g., neglected reading) of the unreliable wireless communications. 

 We proposed an enhanced prefix tree (EPASP) along with Sorted Sensor order-list (SSO) for mining 

Periodic Associated Sensor pattern from Wireless Sensor Network’s sensor data. A SSO-list maintains 

all sensors in descending order of their support count in SD. Our execution contemplate demonstrates 

that our proposed approach is time efficient in finding periodic associated sensor patterns. The paradigm 

of paper is as per the following: Section 2 bargains with the writing overview. Section 3 discusses the 

problem description. Section 4 clarifies about the proposed approach. Section 5 shows up the broad 

examination results of our approach and Section 6 portray the finish of the entire paper. 

 

 

     II. Literature Work 
 

Y.K.Lee et al. [4] worn all-confidence to find out correlated patterns as it satisfies each null-

invariance and descending closure belongings. Although CoMine algorithms are environment-

friendly for transactional database, it is not appropriate for sensor information flow because of 

more than one scan requirement of the unchanged database. 
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Loo [5] and Romer [6] have concentrated on extricating design with respect to the event detected 

by the sensor hubs, in which the mining systems are connected to the detected information got 

from the sensors and put away in a Focal database. 

Leung et al. [7] use a novel tree structure called Canonical-order tree (CanTree). However, for the 

frequency impartial canonical-order object insertion, CanTree achieves much less compactness 

and for this reason, results in terrible mining performance than FP-tree.  

Boukerche et al. [8] proposed Sensor-Association rules and made use of a Positional 

Lexicographic Tree (PLT). Where patterns are extracted with respect to the sensor hubs instead of 

the region checked by the WSN and PLT is used to save a sensor's event detecting status. A case 

of sensor affiliation principles could be (s1, s2 → s3, 75%, λ) which implies that if sensor s1 and s2 

identify occasions inside λ time interim, at that point there is 75% of chance t hat s3 recognizes 

occasions inside same time interim. Notwithstanding, these guidelines regularly produce 

countless, the greater part of which are non-informative or failed to mirror the genuine 

relationship among sensors. 

S. K. Tanbeer et al. [9] makes use of a unique tree structure, recognized as CP-tree (Compact 

Pattern tree) that captures information data with one scan within the insertion phase and offers the 

equal mining performance like FP-growth strategy within the restructuring section. However, it is 

not possible to locate related patterns it only mines frequent  patterns. 

 R. U. Kiran et al. [10] in order to enhance the performance a novel notion referred to as items 

support interval and an algorithm CoMine++. To find out correlated patterns effectively 

CoMine++ is used. Using the prior information regarding the construction and mining of FP -tree, 

CoMine++ makes use of a novel pruning approach to construct the CPB of the suffix item well. 

M. M. Rashid et al. [11] uses a new type of behavioral pattern known as associated sensor 

patterns(A pattern is referred to as an associated pattern, if its all -confidence is higher than or 

equal to the given minimal all-confidence threshold), To seize this kind of patterns a mining 

algorithm called Associated Sensor Pattern and a compact tree structure, referred to as Associated 

Sensor Pattern tree is used. Associated Sensor Patterns seize association-like co-occurrences as 

well as temporal correlations which are linked with such co-occurrences. In ASP when 

information flow flows, historic information might also lose importance for the cutting-edge time. 

ASP-tree is in addition improved to SWASP-tree by using the capability of adopting sliding 

remark window to capture the significance of the latest information. The challenge of SWASP is 

that it takes plenty of time to mine associated patterns for a giant dataset. 
Another necessary criterion for figuring out the interestingness of associated patterns would 

possibly be the structure of occurrence, i.e., whether or not they manifest periodically, non-

periodically, or commonly in a precise time interval in the sensor database. 

Tanbeer et al. [12] proposed an algorithm to mine periodic regular pattern from the transactional 

dataset. For periodicity calculation, they used maximum period (maxPrd) of an interval of the 

patterns. But in many real-world applications, it is hard for the patterns to show 

up commonly without any interruptions. Therefore in an inaccurate or noisy environment, maxPrd 

measure for regularity calculation is not effective. 

Rashid et al. [13] have delivered a problem of discovering regularly frequent patterns that comply 

with a temporal regularity in their prevalence characteristics from sensor data. They used the 

variance of interval time between pattern occurrences in a database as a choice of maxPrd. In this 

model, at first, they mine the frequent patterns and then find out the regular patterns. Therefore, 

the massive amount of candidate patterns is generated and mining these large numbers of patterns 

may not environment-friendly in actual time. 

Rashid et al. [14] recently developed a single-pass tree structure, referred to as the PASP-tree 

(periodic associated sensor patterns tree), that can seize vital know-how from the flow contents of 

sensor data in a very compact manner.  

A pattern is referred to as a periodic associated sensor pattern if it satisfies each of the following 

three conditions: 

(i)   Its all-confidence value is no less than a user given min all confidence. 

(ii)  Its support count is not much less than a user given min sup. 

(iii) its periodicity value is not higher than a user given max var. 

 

PASP-tree can correctly mine the associated sensor patterns in sensor stream data for the user given min 

all conf, min sup and max_var thresholds. In this paper, we proposed an enhanced prefix tree (EPASP) 
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along with Sorted Sensor order-list (SSO) for mine Periodic Associated Sensor pattern from Wireless 

Sensor Network’s sensor data. A SSO-list maintains all sensors in descending order of their support 

count in SD. Our execution contemplate demonstrates that our proposed approach is time efficient in 

finding periodic associated sensor patterns. 

 

     III. Problem description 

 
The PASP mining procedure comprises of two stages, insertion stage and Restructuring stage. For the 

insertion stage, PASP-tree organizes the sensors in agreement to the sensor's appearance arrange in the 

database. PASP-tree is built through embeddings each epoch in a database in a steady progression. 

However, an epoch may consist of the number of sensors whose support values are less than user precise 

min_sup value. This ends up by establishing a massive PASP-tree. As, in the restructuring phase, we 

have to deal with those sensors also who do not satisfies the user given min_sup value,  it will take plenty 

of time to restructure that tree and to mine periodic associated sensor patterns. To overcome this 

deficiency EPASP-tree is introduced. 

 

  IV. Proposed enhance approach for PASP mining in WSN 

 
Given a SD, min_sup, min_all_conf and max_var requirements, the objective is to gather a minimized 

prefix tree that discovers the whole arrangement of intriguing patterns in SD having support no less than 

min_sup and all confidence no less than min_all_conf and periodicity close to max_var. Presently we 

portray the mining procedure of our proposed calculation. Very first, we calculated the support hold of 

every sensor in SD. After that in addition stage, before the inclusion of an epoch into the PASP-tree, we 

arranged the sensors of every epoch into SSO-list as per their support esteems in SD. In the wake of 

arranging every one of the sensors in the sorted sensor order list (SSO), we dropped those sensors whose 

support esteem is not as much as the user given min_sup value. If a tail node fails to stand true against 

user given support count than the time slot value is shifted to the subsequent node and tail node dropped. 

Hence a node may be a tail node for one or more epochs in SD, such node contains multiple time slot 

values. Since the number of sensors in SD will be diminished now, our EPASP-tree will be conservative 

as it contains only those sensors whose support count is equal to or higher than user given min_sup 

values. Since sensors of each epoch are inserted into EPASP-tree according to sorted sensor order list 

(SSO), EPASP-tree is already sorted and does now not need restructuring anymore. Hence EPASP-tree 

will take less time to mine periodic associated sensor pattern. Thereafter like the PASP mining 

approach[14], we recursively mine the EPASP-tree of diminishing size to produced consistently visit 

patterns by making contingent pattern bases (PB) and relating conditional trees (CT) without extra 

database examine. At that point produce the successive pattern from the conditional tree. At last, we 

check the consistency of produced visit pattern to discover frequent sensor pattern.  
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Input: Sensor database (SD), min_sup, min_all_confidence, max_var. 

Output: Complete set of periodic associated sensor patterns 

1: Begin 

2: Select the Sensor database SD 

3: Calculate the support count of each sensor in SD 

4: Arrange all sensor into SSO in descending order of their support count 

5: Remove sensors whose support count is less than min_sup 

6: PASP-tree a prefix-tree with null initialization 

7: while (Not end of SD) do 

8: Scan an epoch from the current location in SD; 

9: Insert the scanned epoch into PASP-tree according to SO by following the tree construction method 

10: end while 

11: for each branch in PASP-tree do 

12: Identify the equal support node in each branch and merge them to a single node 

13: end for 

14: while any mining request from the user do 

15: for sensor S from the bottom of SSO-list do 

16: Call Mining (ASP, max_var, periodicity) 

17: end for 

18: end while 

20: End 

 

 

For a given sensor database SD (Table 1.), min_sup=3, min_all_conf=0.55, and max_var=1, we examine 

the structure of PASP and EPASP tree after the Insertion phase. 

 

      

 

 

      Table 1. Sensor Database 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

TS              Epoch 

1 S1  S2 S3 S4 S7 S8 

2 S1 S5 S6 

3 S2 S5 S6 S7 S8 

4 S1 S2 S4 S7 

5 S1 S2 S4 S5 

6 S1 S2 S3 S4 S7 
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However the sensors S2, S3, and S8’s support counts are less than min_sup esteem, figure 2 clearly shows 

that PASP-tree still considers sensors S2, S3, and S8. This leads us to have a big size prefix tree and 

increased complexity at the restructuring phase. Thus tree sorting becomes an essentiality of PASP-tree. 

 

 

While in EPASP-tree as shown in figure 3 is already sorted, as sensors are arranged in sorted sensor 

order list in descending order of their respective support counts, prior to insertion of epochs into prefix 

tree. EPASP-tree doesn’t contain the sensors whose support count is not as much as given min_sup value. 

SO-

list 

S1:5 

S2:5 

S3:2 

S4:4 

S7:4 

S8:2 

S5:3 

S6:2 

SSO-

list 

S1:5 

S2:5 

S4:4 

S7:4 

S5:3 

Fig.3 EPASP-tree after insertion of all epochs and Sorted Sensor Order list 

 

Fig.2 PASP-tree after insertion of all epochs and Unsorted Sensor Order list 
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So the compactness of the prefix tree is increased and also it doesn't need sorting & restructuring 

anymore. 

 

V. Experimental Results analysis 

 
In this segment, We analyzed our experimental results to check the change in runtime EPASP-tree 

accomplishes over the best in class calculations[14] proposed for PASP mining from WSNs. The 

examinations were held utilizing the datasets regularly utilized in PASP mining executions. We thought 

about both IBM artificial information (T10I4D100K) and genuine dataset (mushroom) acquired 

from[15]. All projects are composed in MATLAB R2013a and keep running with Windows 7 (32-bit) on 

a 2.80 GHz CPU and 2 GB main memory. Circumstance and stuff in these datasets are like the epochs 

and sensors in the lingo of this paper. Here, we demonstrate the viability of EPASP-tree in mining 

frequent sensor patterns regarding execution time. To examination the execution time, tests were led with 

a digging demand for the given datasets by fluctuating the min sup and max var esteems. In our 

examination, for both PASP-tree and EPASP-tree we settled min all conf = 10% and max var = 0.4% and 

fluctuated min sup esteems. The x-pivot in each graph below demonstrates the difference in min sup in 

the form of level of database estimate and the y-pivot shows the general execution time. The general 

execution time is the aggregate of the development time, tree rebuilding time (for PASP-tree just) and the 

mining time. 

 
Fig.4 T10I4D100K 
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Fig 4 & Fig 5 demonstrate that, when the min sup esteem is expanded the digging time for the two trees 

diminished, however, EPASP-tree performs better than the PASP-tree in the execution time all of the 

cases. Since, EPASP-tree deals with less number of sensors; in this way, its general runtime is better than 

PASP-tree in every case. 

 

 

     VI. Conclusion 

 
The key commitment of this paper is to give a productive strategy to mining periodic associated sensor 

patterns from WSNs information utilizing a prefix tree called EPASP-tree. We assessed the execution of 

EPASP-tree over various datasets. Broad execution examinations demonstrate that EPASP-tee is 

exceptionally effective for periodic associated sensor pattern mining and essentially superior to the 

current strategy. The proposed procedure is appropriate for application in numerous other spaces. 
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